General Topics :: black hebrews

black hebrews - posted by knitefall, on: 2016/12/11 11:25
we certainly know that "black" people can be a decedent of the old hebrew bloodline. but does anyone know more about
the origins of the black hebrew Israelite foundations of the modern group? we also know that the illuminatii has done a w
onderful job at changing and sealing ancient information so that even many highly enlightened members do not know wh
at knowledge has been subdued. so what do we do when the BHI use Scripture to justify "light skinned" ppl as being the
cursed ones unable to be Saved without living by the Law?
Re: black hebrews - posted by TMK (), on: 2016/12/11 17:27
Who cares? The topic is ridiculous.
Re: - posted by sermonindex (), on: 2016/12/11 21:16
Quote:
-------------------------so what do we do when the BHI use Scripture to justify "light skinned" ppl as being the cursed ones unable to be Saved without livin
g by the Law?
-------------------------

Brother,
Thank you for asking this question and it can be a serious pursuit of some believers to find identity in their nationality. W
hat I would encourage you to think about is that in Jesus Christ we are to find our identity and not in ethnic origins, gene
alogies or some connect with a godly heritage.
Galatians 3:28 New International Version (NIV)
28 There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jes
us.
The world in the Lord's mind is separated into 3 categories:
1. Jewish people
2. Gentiles (all other greek: ethnos "nations")
3. Church
In Jesus Christ we are all a part of the Church and in Jesus Christ. That is our main identity now and we are therefore in
union with all other believers no matter what background, nationality, social status etc.
The only way past racial divisions in America and the lewd history is the peace and forgiveness that the Gospel of Jesus
Christ offers. Using scriptures to justify or marginalize any race or people either way is wrong. And unfortunately this ha
s been done both ways.
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